GILL LOVELL—TEACHER

Penguins newsletter
The sun has got his hat on hip hip hooray!16.6.17

 Dates for your
diary:
Monday : SwimmingTuesday: Yoga and
music in the afternoon with Aimee and
Susie
Wednesday am : café
visit at Fairfield Farm
College
Friday: shopping visit
to Budgens and mini
picnic for snack
Thank you very much
for money sent in
for class funds to
support snacks and
cookery each week
and our café visits.
SPORTS WEEK
26/6/17 INCLUDING A PSHE/PE
DAY ON THE
WEDNESDAY

We have had a busy week and
lots of new faces in our staff
team due to staff illness.
On Monday we made cornflake
gluten /dairy free biscuits with
one group following instructions and the other group exploring the texture and sensory nature of crushing cornflakes,
sieving flour and squishing
mixture in hands!
Tuesday and more mini beast
action in science—starring a
host of wiggly worms ( at the
bottom of the garden !!!) which
we watched and looked at
through the magnifiers. Jaxon
and Rhiannon were quite sure
they didn’t want to feel the
worm on their hand. It was exceptionally hot in the classroomin the afternoon so we had some
extra water play to cool down.
The highlight of our Attention
Sounds session was the children
making / rrrrrr/ sounds with a
microphone for a roaring lion
mask. They have also been

Best wishes for a
lovely weekend, Gill, Jess, Tash,
Maria, Suzanne,
Ange and Becky
our MDSA

Don’t forget to keep
checking our school
website for lots of
info and links to
useful sites.
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Rhiannon making a spider painting
Keen to watch the ribbon stick making
patterns...lots of R words. Rossi and Owen were particularly vocal. In At we repeated the skill from last week of printing with balloons to make lots of spiders...also practicing making straight
lines too...we think artistic license is ok
for the number of legs! In Maths we carried on practicing counting as we
dropped pennies in the bucket of water
before matching coins to pay for a small
snack. PE was fun….anticipating and
throwing balls or rolling over under
large balls This morning as part of our
story we shall be putting the eggs and
caterpillars into the butterfly house and
will be feeding them each day with
things we buy at Budgens. Butterflies
by end of term fingers crossed.

What I have been hearing about:
School is planning a whole school trip to Longleat on 11th July.
More details and letter to follow. Children will need packed
lunches on this day— just giving you advanced notice.
Wows this week for: Olu for reading his symbol strip, listening to the adult
and following an instruction several times brilliantly. Millie for fabulous
focus and engagement in her art lesson and looking to where the adult
pointed to put the paint next. Rhiannon for putting the paint exactly where
it needed to go each time in her spider painting.

STAR OF THE WEEK: Richard for vastly improved behaviour
and communication. Well done Richard!
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Printing with
a balloon to
make spider
pictures in Art

Ball skills and
experiences in
PE

